
   
UPWP Committee Meeting 2 
March 3, 2016 
 
Attendees: 
Chris Roy, Board & Committee Chair 
Andrea Morgante, Board 
John Zicconi, Board  
Justin Rabidoux, TAC  
Barbara Elliott, TAC  
Joss Besse, PAC 
Ken Belliveau, PAC 
Amy Bell, VTrans 
Matt Langham, VTrans 
Chris Jolly, FHWA 
David Armstrong, CCTA 
 

 
Staff: 
Charlie Baker 
Regina Mahony  
Eleni Churchill 
Forest Cohen 
Bryan Davis 
Bernie Ferenc 
 
Guests: 
Robin Pierce, Essex Junction 
George Tyler, Essex Junction Trustees 
 

• Committee Chair Chris Roy opened the meeting at 5:30 p.m. 
• Introductions were made. Justin Rabidoux will take Roger Hunt’s place as TAC rep.  
• New agenda item 1.A. Robin and George from Essex Junction presented information 

about their project request #29, Main Street Scoping. This project would examine 
potential impacts of closing this section of Main Street to auto traffic, and result in Five 
Corners becoming a four-legged intersection with the intent of improving traffic 
circulation and efficiency. There would also be an opportunity for lane reductions on 
one or more roads approaching the Five Corners intersection, and improve pedestrian 
access to Veteran’s Park. Justin asked about potential environmental permitting for this 
project as it relates to the Crescent Connector. Robin replied this was studied and no 
issues were identified. Chris Jolly asked whether or not this project would affect the 
build out, and Essex Junction staff replied that it would not. Joss asked if there are 
implications from the State about this project, and Amy replied there may be some 
issues but no formal discussion has occurred about State support for this particular 
project. Discussion about modeling alternatives for closing Main Street using existing 
conditions, and the need to run model again when Crescent Connector opens and actual 
data is available. Anticipated opening of Crescent Connector is in 2016.  

• Review and approval of UPWP Committee Minutes – Meeting #1: Barbara moved to 
approve, Joss seconded, approved unanimously.  

• Charlie and Bryan provided an overview of the various documents provided for tonight’s 
meeting: 1) FY17 UPWP Project Disposition spreadsheet – updated with new information 
highlighted in orange, and noting initial CCRPC staff recommendations; 2) Responses to 
Committee Questions/Comments spreadsheet – pay particular attention to columns F and G; 
these capture specific Questions/Comments from Committee members and follow-up 
Responses from partners and staff; 3) Partner Requests/Awards FY14-FY17 spreadsheet – this is 



a summary of non-municipal partner UPWP requests/awards/projects/deliverables from FY14-
FY17. 

• CCRPC staff participated in an eligibility review with VTrans and FHWA staff to 
determine which projects are eligible for FHWA PL (transportation planning) funds. 

• Charlie notes that there are still some projects that may be considered regional that 
haven’t been captured in that manner yet. Note that there would be a budget impact 
because there would be no local match; local match funds would come out of municipal 
dues, which are limited.  

• There is no standard definition of what is “regional” so we should be mindful of which 
projects may be appropriate as regional. We could consider potential metrics for 
classifying regional projects.  

• The Committee then reviewed the FY17 UPWP Project Request spreadsheet with the 
following comments: 

• #1 will likely depend on staff time 
• #4 model update - this would be year 2. 
• #5 is a supplement to grant applications to Better Roads program. Amy suggests using 

PL funds to do inventories countywide but Charlie notes we will pursue state Better 
Roads grant funding. Amy suggests CCRPC consider allocating some additional dollars in 
case grant funding doesn’t come through. Those funds could be reallocated to other 
projects depending on level of grant awards.  

• #8A Chris Jolly notes that revised description would not be eligible for PL funds. Eleni 
notes this project would look at various potential train stations, such as in Shelburne. 
Project description needs to be revised - delete “rail corridor planning.” Eleni will work 
with Chris Jolly and Costa Pappis. A train stop in Shelburne currently isn’t in the rail 
plan but a ridership analysis could be undertaken. 

• #13 this is the final funding for this project. Justin - is this project related to #20? Eleni - 
some information from #13 would be used in #20. 

• #21 would use Exit 14 earmark funds. Systems engineering may require CCRPC staff 
time. Amy suggests that CCRPC needs to have a conversation with VTrans staff before 
starting any work. Eleni will pursue those conversations.  

• #42 Joss asked if there are any matching funds from UVM for this project? Charlie had a 
conversation with them but nothing is in writing; they could provide part or all of the 
20% match. The study area has been defined, and this project is different than the Exit 
12B scoping study.  

• #61 Committee questions/comments have been addressed. Charlie notes that this could 
be a regional project that gets removed. Regina notes the impetus for this as that the 
region still isn’t hitting housing targets for various reasons. Project 6 may get at some of 
those issues, but this project would be more specific. This project was also borne out of 
the first phase of project 1. Barbara suggests we remove this project and the 
Committee agreed. 

• #63 would focus on transportation component as requested by CCRPC/Charlie.  
• Parts of #64 are incorporated into #9 
• #68 is funding for technical assistance requested throughout the fiscal year that could 



be used to hire a consultant. Local match may be required depending on the specific 
request.  

• #69 is funding to provide support for public participation for various projects.  
• #11 and #14 are same project, deleted #11 
• #12 this would be second of potentially 2 year project. Not known if same consultant 

would be used from phase 1. 
• #23 the budget was adjusted to reflect transportation-only components.  
• #24 Essex would like a consultant to perform the inventory, which is what the budget 

reflects (excludes training). Adjust description to reflect that this doesn’t include 
training. Staff will follow up with Dennis to potentially adjust budget.    

• #25 this may be more staff time so budget could be adjusted if needed.  
• #27 Amy suggests that this sounds like an ADA Transition Plan, so language may need to 

be adjusted. Check with the Village. 
• #29 this is the project that Robin and George discussed at the beginning of the meeting. 

Discussion about difficulty in modeling not only the intersection but potential traffic 
changes. Suggest waiting until Connector is construction and traffic patterns are 
established so model inputs are adequately determined. There are questions about 
design of Connector and VT 15 intersection to accommodate large vehicles.  

• Blue projects such as #30-32 are dependent on staff resources even though they are not 
eligible for federal transportation dollars. Blue projects will be evaluated based on staff 
time.  

• #33 the internal development streets would become local streets and part of a future 
Official Map. These will become public roads and therefore would be eligible for PL 
funds. Discussion about developer contributions and ultimate road ownership. Change 
to green.  

• #39 postpone until FY18. Budget has been adjusted.  
• #43-45 Regina notes that we followed up with South Burlington staff and priorities have 

changed. They would still like to do #43 if possible - would depend on staff time, is 
transportation-eligible, but #45 bike/ped bridge is their priority. #44 would be off the 
table. #45 to green, #44 to pink. Cut budget of #45 in half and begin at mid-year, 
continue with remaining in FY18. Scoping would look at all of the options. John - 
suggests CCRPC staff talk to City staff for more information about scope.  

• #52 VTrans is hiring a consultant so this project is removed. 
• #53 would be scoping project, budget is reduced because feasibility study already 

complete. Chris suggests this could be regional project, as could #54 since they are 
receiving traffic that would have used the Circ Highway. Since these were projects borne 
out of the Circ Alt process, would Committee consider them as regional projects? See 
Burlington and South Burlington projects deemed regional as examples. Move #53 and 
#54 to Regional category. 

• #55 is transportation staff time 
• #57 reduce budget to 66k to be in line with FY16 request and provide additional 

funding for erosion inventories. 
• #58 Send Vermontivate links to Committee for deliverables and impacts. Amy notes 



there may be eligibility issues. FY17 would be the fourth year of funding. Andrea 
suggests that Kathy incorporate water quality issues into the game. Make pink. 

• #59 LM - Amy notes that Local Motion needs to continue to provide a service that is 
different than what CCRPC staff provides (value-added). Charlie notes that Local Motion 
staff doesn’t maintain a sense of commitment to receiving the same level of funding. 
Budget could be adjusted to perhaps increase funding for erosion inventories, which 
Barbara supports. Committee recommends reducing to 80k total, 64 PL. Adjust match 
accordingly.  

• #60 Charlie notes this is a human service type of project. 
• #62 Eleni to talk to Barbara Donovan about this project 
• #67 WTG find a way to discover whether or not participants are still doing follow up 

behavior. Send link to final report. 
• Charlie will follow up on a few projects re: ridesharing and other sustainable modes to 

perhaps create a project that will combine into a new project.  
• Determine whether or not any money saved during this exercise would go toward #5 

road erosion program.  
• Third meeting re-scheduled for Tuesday, March 29, 5:30. 
• The meeting adjourned at 8:10 p.m. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Bryan Davis 
 


